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At the Village court citizens are satisfied now
The village people of the union always want to be reliant
on the union Parishad. They represent their various
complains to the elected representative of the union
parishad and hope to be solved this problems as soon as
possible.
So, village court plays a vital role for the general people
of the union.
If
happens
any painful
events of a
union
the
village people
at first go to
the chairman
Village court is going on at Forag Gong UP
or
the
members and give complains to get the right judgment.
But the village court of Farag Gang union under Lalmohan
Upazilla of Bhola was not active for a long time. The
general people of the union used to go to the residence
of the Union Parishad chairman and the secretary for
their needs. It was not only expensive but also painful for
the general people of the union. Union parishad was
closed at the office time.
The efficient members of the union jonosongoton are
now participating at the various important meetings of
the union parisad and giving their opinions. They are
playing their roles to make the responsive union parishad
to coordinate with the up members and the chairman.
The village court is now continuing by the discussion in
the UPDCM at various times for the last one year. Village
court sits on every Thursday at the fixed time at the Farag
Gong union parishad.
The Union Parishad secretary Md. Makammal Haque says
that last one year we got 250 registered complains and
about 300 unwritten complains. Among that complains
192 written problems and 230 unwritten problems have
been solved. If this complains have gone to the court or
Thana then at least T.K. 5000 and T.K. 50-60 lac could be
expensed. He said that at past time there was no register
of that complain and it was not maintained at all.
The UP chairman Abul Basar Mrida said that continuing
village court is a very difficult but he have to do it being a
representative of the people. He also said that it has
negative and positive sides. But he has to do it for the
general public.The maltreating of the people has
stopped. He also said that the members of the
Jonosongoton were very serious to make active the
village court. Actually the people hope lot to him but he
cannot give the returns of their desire and now I am
trying to do something for them. The Responsive Union
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Parisad Project is giving various directions to continue the
village court.The victim named Nurul Islam son of
Khorsed Alam ward-6, Farasgang said that I complained
to the UP for the area of the land and got the right
judgment within
15yqdays.
I am very happy to get this
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judgment. He again said that if such kinds of complains is
solved in a short time then much money and misfortune
can be solved. Then a corruption free society would be
created.

Union parishad has become open for the
benefits of the Cittizens
By the initiatives of the Jonosongotan the Union Parisad
has become open at last. At the time of reception
meeting arranged by the Jonosongotaon the up chairman
Nagor
Haoladar said
that still now
the
union
parisad will be
opened
according to
the
government
UP Chairman is giving lecture at reception
meeting
rule. He again
said still now no public will be maltreated at the union
Parishad and it will be opened for the sack of them.
At the time of the discussion of the reception meeting
the leaders of the union parisad complains that the
Borhangong
Bazar is the
busiest place
of
the
Borhanuddin
upazilla
and
the union is at
the side of the
bazaar but it is
The room of the UP secretary is open now
very
painful
that the union parisad is not open and people suffer a lot.
But nobody knows that when the union parisad becomes
open. As a result the coming people of the remotest area
feel very upset when they see the union parisad
closed.At the time of discussion the leaders of the
Jonosongoton requested the UP chairman and members
to be kept open the union parisad according to the rule
of the government. The new elected chairman Nagar
Haoladar declares opening the UP and according to his
declaration the UP secretary, the digital center worker
and the representatives of the govt. officials are giving
their services.
At 26.07.16 the resident of 04
ward,Pakshia Md. Malek went to the union for getting
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the citizenship certificate but found it closed. He claims
that I have heard that the union is open now and I have
also found it opened.

Making Bamboo Bridge by the self initiative
of the Citizen Committee
Hasannagar union is a river erosion union of Borhanuddin
upazilla, Bhola.
Lack of infrastructural development the roads, culverts
and
the
houses are
flooded by
the over flow
of
mighty
river
Meghna.
In spite of
natural
General Citizens are crossing the river by the boat
disaster the
ward citizen committee was formed to solve the
problems by creating good relation with the union
parisad. At wcc meeting various problems were discussed
and initiated to solve the problems by taking various
decisions and the responsibilities were given to the
members of that committee.
At 23.7.2016 the monthly meeting was held and the
infrastructural secretary Toslim Maji discussed that the
main problem of this ward is the broken Bamboo Bridge
in front of the Naya Bari. At present no people can cross
this Bridge and suffer much by crossing the river with the
boat.
At wcc meeting the issue was discussed very importantly
and decided that three members would meet with the
chairman
to
make
this
as
soon
as
possible.
They
wanted to
prepare
the
bridge
By the leadership of Najrul Islam Bamboo Bridge is
making
as soon as
possible because the people suffered much at the time of
going to market and other places.
When the three members of wcc committee met with
chairman he said that at this time there is no allotment
for that purpose and I have nothing to do now. Coming
from the chairman they sat on a meeting again and
decided to make the bamboo Bridge by their self
initiative.
The wcc members collected money and other materials
by the leadership of Nazrul Islam to make the Bamboo
Bridge. At 27th July and 28th July the Bamboo Bridge was
made by the initiative of the general people of the ward
and the expense of that Bamboo Bridge was about
20,000 T.K.

At present many people are using the Bridge everyday
while going
to market,
school and
college. The
resident of
03
ward
Khadiga
Begum said
By completing the bamboo bridge citizens are using the
bridge
that at past
we faced a lot of problems while crossing the river by
boat. The citizens of the union said that the wcc
members created the example by making the Bamboo
Bridge by their own initiative which will help the public to
solve other problems of the ward. The general public
gave thanks to the ward citizen committee to do such
kinds of humanitarian wark.

Achieving handicapped card by the demand
of the ward shova
The handicapped Jumur has got the handicap allowance
card by the demand of ward sova. Jumur Begum lives
with his parents at Alinagar union,06 ward. His father
Sobuj Mia is a day labor and lives from hand to mouth.
Jumur Begum is a physically handicapped girl so her
family thinks a lot for her.
Her family told about her to the up member at several
times but he
did not give
any
importance.
The allotted
cards
are
very limited
and this are
Physically handicapped Jhumur Begum
not
distributed properly. So, getting any card was very
difficult for the general people. At last June 14.6.2016,
2016 ward sova was arranged at 06 ward, Alinagar union
to make yearly development plan. According to the rule
the miking was done at the ward for knowing about ward
shova.
Sobuj Mia was present with his wife and daughter at the
ward sova. At the time of open discussion Sobuj Mia
described about his real condition to the UP chairman.
The present wcc members emphasized the issue very
much to give a handicap card for his daughter. At last the
chairman assured to give a card for his daughter.
At last 28.06.2016 the up chairman Mr. Basir Ahmed
prepared the final name of 25 handicapped individuals
and the name of Jumur Begum was welfare office and
they would get the handicap allowance from that day.
Sobuj Mia said I lived from hand to mouth and the
daughter was handicapped and for this reason I was very
much disappointed. The wcc members requested for
getting the card and I demanded for the card at the ward

sova. Still now my daughter will get the handicap
allowance for all the rest of her life.
Not only the Sobuj Mia but also the other people of the
union think that besides making the development plan
making the list of extreme poor there is no alternative of
ward sova. Union parisad is preparing the list of extreme
poor with the presence of the citizen. And it was not
thought at past.
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